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Case reference: 04/ZL/14060/21 
 

 

Statement Of: Sgt 04 3707 Hennighan 

Age if under 18:  

Occupation: Police Officer 

Date: 15/03/2021 

Statement: 

I am Sgt 3707 HENNIGHAN, of LANCASHIRE CONSTABULARY, currently the Licensing Sgt for 

East Division, which includes the township of ACCRINGTON. 

This is my statement in relation to a Fixed Penalty Notice I issued on Friday 13th November 

2020 to a male called Stuart PARKINSON - DOB 03/11/1979 - in relation to a Covid-19 

breach. The offence was failing to close a restrticted business/service not permitted to 

remain open in England. This was an incident at THE NAGS HEAD pub, BLACKBURN ROAD, 

ACCRINGTON at around 2030hrs on Sunday, 8th November 2020. 

The other person I shall mention is PC 4134 Simon GROUNDS. 

As Licensing Sgt, I am responsible for managining issues at licensed premises such as pubs 

across the whole division. I became aware of an incident that took place at the NAGS HEAD 

on 8th November where PARKINSON, who was the then joint-owner of the NAGS HEAD 

business hosted a gathering at the pub for a group of males to commemorate Remembrance 

Sunday. 

Officers attended and lights were on inside and males were jumping around to music. The 

males were highly intoxicated and had been drinking in the licensable area of the pub all 

afternoon. They had been using the pub facilities - glassware, seating, chairs, TV, music - to 

have a gathering contrary to Coronavirus legislation. 

I spoke with PC GROUNDS about the incident who told me that PARKINSON was extremely 

drunk and obstructive. As such, due to his severe intoxication, he was not issued a FPN at 

This statement is true to the best of my knowledge and belief. 

I make it knowing that, if tendered in evidence, I shall be liable to 

prosecution if I have wilfully stated in it anything which I know to be false, or 

do not believe to be true. 

Accept 

Accept 
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the time and this would be followed up. PARKINSON had told PC GROUNDS that he was 

responsible for the gathering. 

One male was arrested on the night for drunk & disorderly behaviour as he was obstructive. 

The males offered resistance to the police and were not forthcoming. 

PC GROUNDS and I agreed that PARKINSON should be issued with a FPN. As PC GROUNDS 

is countywide cover for operational issues I offered to issue the FPN to PARKINSON on his 

behalf. 

The justification for this is that the four Es were undermined on the night of the incident. 

The officers tried to engage, explain and encourage with little success due to the drunken 

belligerence of the men. This left enforcement as the justifiable end. PARKINSON would 

have been issued with a FPN at the time had it not been for his drunkenness. This was 

during a time when the borough of HYNDBURN, of which ACCRINGTON is a part, was seeing 

high rates of infection of Covid. The actions of PARKINSON in encouraging this gathering put 

public safety and that of the officers at risk. 

I issued the FPN to PARKINSON on Friday 13th November and cautioned him. 

 

 

 

 
  

 

 


